QUADRAS MÓVEIS BOLAÇÃO
(BALLACTION COURT)
During the execution of the BOLAção project in 2012/2013, Formação designed and produced a portable court, called BOLAção Court, to be carried on during the caravans. The idea at that time was to have an easy structure to carry on and assemble, and at the same time, to demarcate space, ensuring visibility for the action, in a safe space for the practice of sports, whether in school, in the street in front of the school or other community space / city: field, street, beach ....
THE BOLAÇÃO (BALLACTION) COURT may have different dimensions, colors and adapt to the floor and size of the existing space.

BOLAÇÃO is not only the Court but a social technology developed for educacional sport.
THE SOCIAL TECHNOLOGY BOLAÇÃO KIT IS COMPRISED BY:

1 - THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
2 - VOLUNTEER MODEL IN SPORT 3 MOBILIZATION AND MEDIATION
3 - YOUNG LEADERS - MEDIATORS TRAINING PROGRAM

4 - BOLAÇÃO COURT
5 - ILLUSTRATED SPREADSHEETS
6 - SPORT 3 BOLAÇÃO CARAVANS
7 - MANAGEMENT MODEL
The first Court was concept, designed and built, in 2012 and inaugurated during the II Brazilian Mediation Meeting in Education Sport, UFMA, 2013.
The concept of the Court is Diane Sousa authored, Sport Coordinator of the Instituto Formação. The Instituto Formação has produced and developed the methodology BOLAÇÃO and implemented the project of the Courts.
Using the Court in Early Childhood Education Schools – in the grass.
Adapted to the size of the area.
Using the Court in Primary Education Schools – in the school patio.
Court in the beach.
Photos of our Court in Fortaleza, in event “Brasil 2014: one game, one vision, one world”.
Court in the beach.
Photos of our Court in Fortaleza, in event “Brasil 2014: one game, one vision, one world”.

[Image of beach court scene]
Court in the Rural Area.
Using the Court in Events in Communities
Using the Court in Events the Communities
Educational materials printed on the Courts.
GENERAL INFORMATION

1) The Bolaçao court can have different measures. The first was to reference the width of a street. It can be 10 x 12 meters; 12 x 16 meters; 14 x 18 meters. Each board has up to 2 meters wide and 1 meter high, for easy transport.

2) Pick up the block from the installation site for the game and the mounting begins with the goal of either plate side and then the corners.
Easy to Assemble
GENERAL INFORMATION

3) Each plate has a number indicating its position, and the number 1 to the first assembled plate and the sequence score is placed from the right side of the goal.

4) For convenience, the plates are fitted one by one on each side of the score to complete the measurement of the width and then begins assembling the length of each side.
Easy to Assemble
Test of the third edition Ballaction Courts built in San Luis, to the partnership with Sony. Three of these Courts were during the 2014 World Cup in on Exhibition at the Museum of the Republic, in Rio de Janeiro.
GENERAL INFORMATION

5) Care Court from transportation and maintenance:
   a. By placing the signs, take care not to expose the part of iron directly on the canvas.
   b. Be careful with the rods fitting not empenarem.
   c. Do regular maintenance of shafts with lubricants or the like.
   d. It is important in the assembly of the block screw the goal.
   e. The court door should remain closed during the match to not warp.
Easy to carry
Easy to carry
Easy to carry
Photo fourth edition courts, built by the partnership with Sony. Installed in Fortaleza beaches. This was the moment that the team Incubator Sport and Citizenship Formação Institute taught the methodology to 18 organizations from different states.
The Formação and his production team have already built more than 30 Courts. With or without our direct participation our court design is already in more than 10 countries irradiated by different organizations. We continue to develop the project for schools and communities. In 2015-2016 we will build another 50 blocks to distribute in schools during the Olympics 2016.
Along with the court reaches guidance for use of the Methodology for young people and teachers.
Where we spread the sport methodologies in Brazil.